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In this paper we will continue the investigation of integral representations

of finite groups done in [3], [4] and [5]. We will here be concerned mainly

with the projective class group of nilpotent and symmetric groups.

Let Σ be a (finite dimensional) semi-simple ζ)-algebra and let Λ be a Z-order

in Σ. We will mean by the projective class group of Λ the class group defined

by using all locally free, projective Λ-modules and denote it by C(A).

Let 77 be a finite group. A finitely generated Z-free 77-module is briefly

called a 77-module. A /7-module is called a permutation 77-module if it can be

expressed as a direct sum of {Z77/77,-} where each 77, is a subgroup of 77.

Further a 77-module M is called a quasi-permutation 77-module if there exists

an exact sequence: 0->M->5-^5/-^0 where S and S' are permutation 77-
modules.

As is well known, the projective class group C(Z77) of the group algebra Z77

can be written as follows:

C(Z77) = {[Sl]-[Z77] I SI(ΦO) is a projective ideal of Z77} .

We define the subgroups C(ZΠ\ C*(Z77) and Cq(ZΠ) of C(Z77) as follows:

C(ZΠ) = {[Sί]-[Z77]eC(Z77)| W®X^ZΠ®X for some 77-module X},

C9(ZΠ) = {[3η-[Z77]<ΞC(Z77)| ^®S^S2 for some permutation

77-modules S^ and S2} ,

C«(ZΠ)= {[SΪ]-[Z77]EΞC(Z77)| SI®S^ZΠ05 for some permutation

77-module 5} .

Let Ωπ be a maximal Z-order in QΠ containing Z77 and let -ψ :̂ C(ZΠ)-*C(ΩΠ)

be the epimorphism induced by Ωπ® . Then the sequence 0 -*C (Z77) -^

Ϋπ ZΠ

C(Z77) -? C(ΩΠ) -> 0 is exact.

In [3] and [4] we raised the following problem:


